UNIT MARKETING PART III
Taking advantage of “Google My Business”
Adapted from https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/google-my-business

Yes, your Scout Unit IS
a business and you
might as well make it
easy for folks to find
you!

If you’ve not already
created a Google
account for your Unit
this is the time to do
so. Make sure a key
leader who’ll be
around for a while
takes charge of this!

Examples of “Business names”:
Cub Scout Pack 1000, Anytown
Anytown Scouts, BSA Girl Troop 100
Scouts, BSA Troop 9999
Venturing Crew 111, Anytown
It’s a good idea to include the city in
which you meet but maybe avoid listing a
Church or School name as that might
make people think ONLY attenders of
those organizations can be a part of your
Unit.
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SUGGESTION: You might consider
NOT putting in an address just yet.
At the end of this process Google
will want to verify your business
and with the nature of our type of
business the only option will be to
send a postcard – you want that
postcard sent to the person in
charge of this Google Account.
After the postcard comes and the
business is verified you can always
edit the business and add a street
address of where you regularly
meet.

If you select “I deliver goods
and services” then you can
choose cities/regions – this will
make your “business” pop up
when folks in those regions
Google “Cub Scouts near me,”
for example.

Choose for your delivery area
either a city or individual zip
codes.
After you’ve verified your
business and choose to add a
physical address of where your
Unit regularly meets you can
choose the “distance from
business” and put in a radius of
a certain number of miles.
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“Youth Organization”
If your Unit doesn’t have a
website you can use the
URL to your Facebook Page.

Most likely you’ll be given ONE
choice: verify by postcard.
This is why I recommended NOT
putting in a physical address YET.
Note the option to add a contact
name – again, this should be the
person in charge of the Google
Account.
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It may seem like a lot of these details don’t apply
to a Scout Unit – take advantage of what you can.
If your unit always meets a certain evening at a
certain location those can be your “hours of
operation.”
Labels could be key words like “Camping,”
“Family,” etc.
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For example
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Consider using
the program
logos for the
Profile photo:

Interior
Product
Employees at
work
.
.
Team

Photo ideas: Exterior: outdoor activities / Product: Scouts receiving recognition / Team:
images showing leaders
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Example of a local Unit set up in Google My Business:
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This is the type of thing you want to see as the result of a Google search:

Why the Church? That is actually the Chartered Organization
and meeting location for both Pack and Troop 451.
The Church must have the word “Scouting” as part of a label
or attribute. Smart move!
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